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In the Matter of the Application of the Oapsuloid Oompany Ld.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Betore MR. JUSTICE SWINFEN EADY.

October 29th, 1906.

IN THE MATTER OF THE ApPLICATION OF THE CAPSULOID COMPANY LD.

Trade Mark.-Application lor registration.-" Tablone."-Similarity to 5
" Tabloid."-Application refused.-Appeal referred to the Court and dismissed.
-Patents thc. Act, 1888, Section 72.

In 1905 the Oapsnloid Company Ld, applied for registration of the words
"Tablones, they remove the cause". as a Trade Mark in Olass 8 in respect of
" a medicated preparation for human use," the right to the exclusive use of the 10
words other than " Tablones" being disclaimed. Since 1908 the Applicants had
sold a proprietary medicine-namely, a cure for indigestlon-under the name
" Tablones." The Comptroller refused to register the mark on account of 'ttsresem
blanceto the registered Trade Marks of Burroughs, Wellcome & Co. consisting of
or containing the word "Tabloid" or' "Tabloids," registered in respect of all 15
goods in Class 8. The Applicants appealed, and the appeal was referred to the
Court, Burroughs, Wellcome & Co. being served with notice of the appeal. The
Appellants relied 011. the distinction between the goods, alleging that uihen b1.tying
" Tabloids" the name of the drug required was necessarily added, and that the
Appellants appealed direct to the public, whereas the Respondents appealed to 20
doctors and nurses and ·their goods were ordered through chemists. 01~ the
other hand, the Respondents called chemists who gave evidence that the publ1:c
sometimes asked for" Tabloids" for indigestion or headache or other complaints.

Held, that it was proved that the word" Tablones " was calculated to deceive
within the meaning of Section 72, subsection (2) of the Patents thc. Acts, 1883 25
to 1888. The appeal was dismissed with costs.

On the 17th of October 1905 the Capsuloid Oompany Ld, applied (application
No. 276,531) to register- as a Trade Mark in Class 3 in respect of "a medical
" preparation for human use" a mark consisting of the words " Tablones, they
" remove the cause," the right to the exclusive use of the words" they remove 30
" the cause" being disclaimed. On the 15th of November 1905 the Registrar
of Designs and Trade Marks, acting for the Comptroller, refused to register the
mark. The main ground on which the Registrar refused registration was
that the word" Tablone " had such resemblance to the registered Trade Mark
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" Tabloids" of H. S. Wellc011~e, trading as Burroughs, Weltcorne & Co., as to be
calculated to deceive. The 'I'rade Mark " Tabloid " was registered by that firm
in the year 1884 in Classes 3 and 42, being No. 36,154 and No. 36,155 respec
tively; and in 188!) the word "Tabloids" coupled with a device was also

5 registered in the same classes under Nos! 42,378 and 42,379~ and these marks
had been held to be validly registered in Re Burrouqhs and Wetlcome &; Co.'s
Trade Mark» 21 R.P.C. 69 and 217; L.R. (1904) 1 Ch. 736. In giving his
decision the Registrar stated that the grounds of it were the same as those in a
previous application, No. 262,554. This application, which was opposed by

10 11. S. Wellcorne. was one made on the 8th of April 1904 by George Edioin.
Dixon for the registration in Class 3 of the word '~Tablones" in respect of
a medicine for family use. Di.con, who had before the year 1902 carried
on business in a proprietary medicine called "Capsuloids," in that year
transferred his business to the Capsuloid OornpanyLd., of which he becarne

15 the managing director. In the year 1903 he invented the word ,,' Tablones,"
and the Company commenced to use it in that year for a proprietary medicine
namely, a cure for indigestion--and, as they alleged, had advertised and sold
it extensively from that time onwards. 'I'he 'Registrar refused the registration
on the ground of the similarity of "Tablones" to "Tabloids," and on the

20 further ground of the mark applied for being really the mark of the Capsuloid
Oompany Ld.

The Iollowing is the statement of the Registrar's reasons on the first point :
" The question I have to decide arises on an application made by a 1\11'. Dixon
" to register for medicine for human use the word 'Tablones.' Directly one

25 "sees it that word suggests a far better known word 'Tabloids' which is the
" property of the Opponent, and the Opponent suggests that the resemblance
" between the two words is such that there is a probability of deception in the
" sense that goods marked with the word 'Tablones' and nothing more (for
,,' that is the way in which I must consider the case) may be supposed to ernanate

;~O "from the same source as those marked with the better known Trade Mark
" 'Tabloids.' Of course, one of the difficulties in the way of the Opp.menr is
"this-he cannot claim that all the words of two syllables beginning with
" , Tabl 'are calculated to deceive, because it is open to anybody to use the
"common word I; Tablets.' It may be that a distinction exists between a

35 "kno,vn word like' Tablets' and an invented word, and it may be said that a
" very scrupulous trader who proposes to invent a trade mark need not start
,~ his invented word with the letters' Tabl' even though those four letters
" occur in the known word ' Tablet.' But the present invented word is open
" to the observation that it goes one letter further, because it takes not only the

40 "four letters' 'I'abl," but also the letter' 0,' and, so far as I have heard, there
" is no word in use beginning with 'Tablo.' In my view the resemblance
" between these words is quite as close as the resemblance between the words
., dealt with by Mr. Justice Buckley in the reported case of 'Savonol ' 17 R.P.C.
" page 266. I am quite aware that the facts of this case are not the same as the

45 "facts of that case, and that some of the considerations that are relied on in
" that case-for instance, at page 273-may not apply with quite so much force
" in the present one, but, having regard to the general principles laid down in
" the decisions of the Courts, I do not myself feel quite able to come certainly
" to the decision that there is no chance of these words being confused."

50 There was no appeal Irorn this decision, but the Capsuloid Company Ld.
appealed from the subsequent decision of the Registrar on their application,
and their appeal was referred to the Court, and the Appellants were directed to
serve H. S. Wellcolne and a firm of Kassler and W olff. 'I'hey accordingly
served notice of Motion asking that the decision of the Registrar might be

55 reversed and that the Comptroller might be directed to proceed with the
application notwithstanding the registrations of Burrouqhe. Wellcome dJ Oo.'s
Trade Marks Nos. 36,154 and 42,:378, and the application for registration by
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Kassler and Woljf No. 275,612. The last-mentioned application was for the
word "rrablenes," but the firm of Kassler and Wolff was found by the learned
Judge at the hearing to be closely connected with G. E. Dixon. The Motion
"vas set down in the witness list.

Walter K.C. and Jir7ard Coleridqe (instructed by G. R. Cran) appeared for 5
the Appellants; G. Lawrence (instructed by the Solicitor to the Board of
Trade) appeared for the Comptroller; Astbttry 1(.C. and L. B. Sebastian
(instructed by Markby, Steu-art & Co.) appeared for the Respondents
Burroughs, Wellcorne &; Co.

Walter K.O. opened the Appellants' case, stating the facts as to the application 10
by Diaion, and continued :-There were two grounds of refusal of that application
-(1) that the mark was similar to Burrouqhs, Wellcorne &; Co.'s Trade Marks
" Tabloids" and (2) that Diaum. "vas not the proprietor. The second ground
does not apply to the present application. There is a pending application by
Kassler and Wo~!! for" Tablenes," and they were served with notice, but they 15
do not appear. 'I'he Comptroller In November the 15th 1905 formally refused
to register the mark on the same ground as in Di.ron'« application. For the
last three years the Capsuloid Comparnt Ld, have had a specific remedy on the
market under the name" Tablones," and have largely advertised it. 'I'he only
opponents here are Burrouqhs, Wcllcome &; Co. 'I'he application is under the 20
...Act of 188~, and comes before the Court under Section 62, and the opposition
is based on Section 72 (2) of the Patents, &c. Act, 1883, as amended by the
Act of 1888. The word "Tabloid" has been before the Courts in Burroughs,
Wellcorne &; OO.'s 'llr ade ~1aTk (21 R.P.C. 69, ~17 ; L.R,. (1904) 1 Ch. 736).
I refer to the passage at page 82. We say that, as there found, the mere fact 25
of the use of "rr"abloids" by persons other than the general public, the adver
tisements of "Tabloids" being directed to doctors, nurses, chemists" and so Oil,

will not found a case for confusion between the marks. 'I'he application here
is only fur registration for a specific proprietary article, in respect of ,vhich
an appeal is rnade directly to the pu blic. [A list of names, about 40 in 30
number, by which "rrablones" was ordered in letters from custorners was
read, showing that the customers often ordered them by a narne or names
'vhich differed from the proper name. In sorne letters " Tabloids" were
ordered although the goods known as '~~rablones" were meant.] Burroughs,
Wellcome & 00. have known for three years of the sale of "Tablones" by the 35
Applicants. I do not say that the mere fact that they have not sued or could not
successfully sue the Applicants necessarily involves that the Applicants must
succeed on their application. But all the circumstances must be considered.
The Applicants deal in an article of a type not sold by Burroughs, Wellcome
&; Co., who do not deal in proprietary rnedicines. Secondly, they and the 40
Applicants appeal to different purchasers. The Applicants appeal and sell
direct to the public. But the crucial thing is, we submit, that no one could
under the circumstances mistake "Tablones" for" Tabloids." Tablets have
been widely sold. "rrabloid" has C0111e to have a secondary sense in which it
has come to be used in the language. Many people using it know nothing of 45
the Opponents, and only use the word as meaning tablets. Honest user must
be presumed (Kutrtou/s Trade 1I1ark 10 l~.P.C. 401). It is not sufficient that
some person maybe misled (SingCtT .1J:fanujactttring Company v. Loog, 8 R. App.
Cas. 15). 'I'here is no likelihood of confusion between two such distinct words
as " Tablones " and" Tabloids." [The judgment of the Oomptroller in Dixon's 50
application was read.]

A large number of affida-vits had been filed on both sides, and it was arranged
that some of these should be read as evidence in chief, the deponents being
called to supplement them and for cross-examination.

The affidavits read in support of the application were those of Dixon (3); 55
E. F, Strickland, director of Bruces Ld., retail chemists; and J. Murison,
director of Parkes' Druq Stores, Ld. pl. J. Perry, analytical chemist, and
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R. Gower, sub-manager of Butler and CrilJpe, wholesale druggists, also gave
evidence for the Applicants.

The following paragraph from one of Dixon's affidavits relates to a distinction
between the goods on which the Appellants relied :-" 'Tablones they remove

5 '" the cause' are and have always been a specific remedy for a specific complaint
" or class of complaints, and have always been advertised and held out to be
"such. I say that I do not consider it possible that the word 'Tablones' can
" possibly be confounded with any existing Trade Mark which is upon the
"Register. Regarding the mark' Tabloid ' (No. ~~6,154) registered on 14th

10 "March 1884 and the rnark ' 'I'abloids ' (No. 42,378) registered on 27th January
" 1885, both of which marks are the property of Burrouqhs, Wellcome &; Co.,
" of Snow Hill Buildings, Holborn Viaduct, Manufacturing Chemists, I say that
" it is not likely or possible that there can be any confusion of those two words
" or either of them with 'Tablones.' The word 'Tabloid' is a form describing

15 "word and is synonymous with the word ' Tablet' in the class of business in
" which it is used; medicines of all kinds and other substances-c-tea, for
" example-are put up by Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome &; Co. in the form of
" little flattened discs and are then described by Messrs. Burrouqhs, lIJIellcome
" & 00. as 'Cascara 'I'abloids,' 'Quinine Tabloids,' 'Tea Tabloids,' &c., &c., the

20 "\vord' 'I'abloid ' being simply therefore a form describing word or brand name
" and having no reference whatever to the contents of the mass of substance.
" The words ' 'I'abloid ' and' Tablolds ' bJ themselves convey nothing to the
" purchasing public or trade, because they invariably reqnire to be prefixed by
" the name of the drug or other substance which the tabloid contains."

25 A large number of orders received by the Applicants were exhibited, and it
was alleged that no case of deception had occurred. In many of these orders
mistakes had been made, the word "Tablones" having been varied in several
ways, and in some instances" Tabloids " were ordered of the Applicants where
the purchaser intended to get" Tablones."

30 Astbury K.O. for the Respondents Burroughs, Wellcome & Oo.-:First,
" Tablones " is the name of the article, and there can be no other description of
the goods according to Dr. Dixon's own statement, so that it cannot be registered
as a Trade Mark (Siegert v. Findlater L.R. 7 Ch. D. 801; Linoleum Mariu-
jactul'ing Compans] v, Na/ir-n L.R. 7 C. D. 834; and Chesebrough Manufac-

:15 turiru) Companu'« Trade Mark« 19 R.P.C. 3~12). Secondly, the Appellants have
not discharged the onus put upon them of showing that the word "'rablones"
is not calculated to deceive. 'I'he affidavits filed for t-he Appel lants and the
letters exhibited are evidence of probability of deception. 'I'hero are 80
cases of the use of "Tabloid" in the orders put in. Thirdly, this is not a

40 bona fide or honest business. There is no Dr. Campbell as would appear from
the advertisements. Besides Dr. Dixon has tried to impose on the Court as to
the firm of Kassler and Wolffwho applied for" 'I'ableues." He pretended that
they were an independent firm, who, as owners of "Tablenes," did not object
to " Tablones."

45 Affidavits by the following deponents were read on behalf of the Respondents,
namely, those of Albert Ernest Warden, Trade Mark clerk in the employ of
Burrouqhs, Wellcolne &: 00.; C. B. Allen, pharmaceutical chemist at Kilburn;
and G. G. Druce, pharmaceutical chemist at Oxford; and the deponents were
cross-examined and certain reports of the Appellant Company were put in.

50 The two last-mentioned witnesses stated that members of the public sometimes
asked for " 'I'abloids " for indigestion or for headache without mentioning the
name of the drug required.

Sebastia-n summed up the case for Burroughs, J:Vellcome &; Oo.-This is not
an opposition after advertisement. The refusal of the Comptroller is not under

55 Section 64, but under Section 62 of the Act of 1883. 'I'he Comptroller is bound
to refuse registration if the case is within Section 72 and in case has a dis
cretion. The onus is on the Appellants (Eno v. Dunn 7 R,P.C. 311; L.R. 15
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App. Cas. 252) and they have not discharged it. The word" Tablones " has a
distinct and definite meaning now. There is probable confusion. If a person
came into a shop and asked for" Tablones " for indigestion or " Tabloids" for
indigestion there might be confusion.

G. Lawrence for the Comptroller. 5
Walter K ..C. in reply.-First, a new point is now taken on the ground of the

word being descriptive. The Linoleum case merely decided that, if a person
during the life of a Patent gave a name to the patented article, other people
after the expiration of the Patent were entitled to use the name. In the
Kodak case however (Kodak Ld.'s Trade AIarks 20 R.P.C. 337) the attempt to 10
remove the mark because it had become descriptive failed. If a word is a good
invented word when first applied, there is no case which says that because the
name becomes descriptive of the goods it can be removed. In the Chesebrouah
case" Vaseline" was removed by Buckley J., but on the ground of the article
having been covered by Letters Patent. But that was reversed on appeal. The 15
decided cases apply only to articles made under monopoly rights and not under
secret prescriptions. [SWINFEN EADY J.-Does "Tablones" mean medicine
made according to a prescription, or one made according to a prescription
as put up by the Capsuloid 0011~pany?J It means the latter. Secondly,
it is said that the Applicants have not traded honestly. It is said that 20
the article is described as being made according to the prescription of
Dr. Oampbell, and that there is no Dr. Cantpbell, It is in fact made according
to the prescription of a person having a doctor's degree. Then as to Kassler
and Wol~ their business in Tablenes is done in Sweden. Then as to Section 72,
I submit that the Appellants have established that the word is not calculated 25
to deceive. The goods have been on the market since 1903, and no case of
deception is shown, It is admitted that the "Tabloid" orders were for the
Appellants', not the Respondents', goods. It is said that "Tablet" causes no
confusion, but that" Tablone " will do so. It is said also that the Appellants
are not the owners of the mark, but prim/i facie the Applicants, who have 30
used the word and are applying, are the owners, The application is only in
respect of a specific article; but, if not, the Applicants are prepared to so
limit it.

SvVINFE~ EADY J.-This is an application by the Capsuloid Companu to
reverse the decision of the Registrar who refused to proceed with the registra- 35
tion of the words "T?,~lones, they remove the cause," as the Trade Mark of
the Applicants, It appears that the word "Tablones" has been used by the
Applicants for some three years or a little more-the period was about three
years when these proceedings were commenced. Messrs. Burroughs, vVellcome
&- Co., who oppose the motion, say they first heard of it in the month of October 40
1903 ; that was at a time when they were engaged in the litigation in which
they ultimately succeeded in establishing their right to the Trade Mark
"Tabloids." The word "Tablones" is used for a preparation said to be
valuable in cases of indigestion. It is a secret preparation-that is to say, the
composition of it is not disclosed. It is said to contain pepsine, some diastase 45
and other ingredients, and it appears to be made for the Capsuloid Oompany by
Parke, Davies &- 00. According to the evidence the word "Tablones" has
been applied to the particular medicament as now made up, and it is sold as a
patent medicine, the affections, for which it is said to be good, being stated on
the adver-tisement of it, and it is put up in aluminium boxes of two sizes. 50
There was also a firm of Kassler and Wolff served. I only mention their
name and pass away from it. I think on the present evidence I should
have come to the conclusion that Kassler and Wolff is only another name
for Dr. Dixon; the exact position of the firm controlled by him is not
material, but in substance it is Dr. Dixon. 'I'he main ground upon which 55
Burroughs, Wellcome & 00. oppose the registration is the ground upon which
the Comptroller decid ed in their favour, Section 72 of the Patents Act, as
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amended by the Act of 1888, says that the Comptroller shall not register
with respect to the sarne goods or description of goods a trade mark having
such resemblance to a mark already on the Register with respect to such
goods or descriptions of goods as to be calculated to deceive. Burroughs,

5 VfTellcome &; Co.'s Trade Mark" Tabloids" is registered in respect of Olass 3,
and the ground of the Registrar's decision was that he was precluded by
Section 72, subsection 2, from registering" Tablones" having regard to the
fact that the word" Tabloids" was already on the Register.

We have heard the evidence of certain retail and dispensing chemists with
10 regard to the way in which "Tabloids" are asked for by persons who corne

into their shop, and "Tabloids" are mentioned not only by reference to the
drugs they contain, but also they are asked for by reference to some affection
from which the applicant is suffering-a tabloid for indigestion, a tabloid for
headache and the like. "Tabloids" have also been, in numerous cases,

15 mentioned in orders sent to the Capsuloid Compan.u's office when it was
intended to order" Tablones." It is urged that people when ordering these
things are exceedingly careless, and that even in some instances they enclose
the printed advertisement of "Tablones" and at the same time write to the
Capsuloid Comparut ordering "Tabloids." In many instances "Tabloids"

20 have been ordered when it was quite clear that "Tablones" were intended.
On the other hand, in t\VO cases orders for what was intended to be " Tablones,"
addressed to the Capsuloid Company, have been delivered to Burroughs,
Wellcome &7 00., and they have passed them to the Oapsuloid OomJJany,
and" Tablones" were ultimately supplied.

25 I have no explanation from the Applicants why the word "Tablones" was
chosen. It seems to have been chosen at a time when the litigation as to
" Tabloids" was already in progress, and it may very well be that the persons
choosing it were not aware of the litigation. Having regard to the evidence
that has been adduced I am quite clear that the word, in the language of

30 the Statute, has. such resemblance to Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcorne &: Oo.'s
mark already on the Register, with respect to goods in Class 3, as to be
calculated to deceive.

That really is the short point for decision in this case. The burden is upon
the Applicants. The Registrar has already declined to proceed with the registra-

35 tion, and it is for the Applicants to show that the Mark which they are seeking
to register is one that they are entitled to have placed on the Register. In my
opinion they have not only failed to do that, but their opponents have proved
affirmatively and substantively that it is calculated to deceive; and under
those circumstances I am bound to uphold the decision of the Registrar

40 and to refuse this Motion. I do not think it is necessary to refer more in detail
to the other grounds which have been urged. This short ground is quite suffi
cient to base my judgment upon. If it were necessary the other matters could
be inquired into more particularly. Therefore the only Order I can make is
to refuse the Applicants' Motion.

45 Sebaetiarc--:With costs?
SWINFEN EADY J.-Costs will follow.
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